
1. Professional or amateur

A person engaged in a specified activity as one's main paid occupation rather than a pastime 
is a (professional)
Someone who engages in a pursuit, study, science, or sport as a pastime rather than as a 
profession, or one lacking experience and competence in an art or science is a/an _________. 
(amateur)
True or False: Most so-called “professional” career salespeople have only a slight idea of what 
selling is much less how to determine and predict results while selling. ( true)
Are you a loan officer or a salesperson?
Will product knowledge sell the solution for you?
Become a sales pro first not a knowledge pro

2. The great shortage

True or False: He who knows what he’s doing in every nuance of his career doesn’t have to get
enthusiastic, he is enthusiastic. ( true) 
The difference between the mediocre and the greats lies in being __committed_______ to the
profession, coupled with the _desire_____ to be great, and the __dedication________ to learn
the trade. 
True or False: The truly great salespeople stand out above the rest. They think differently, act
differently, and work differently. To them, the job is effortless because they understand how to
reach their goals.( true) 
Have the desire to be great not average 
Salespeople aren't just lucky, they're better at sales than you

3. Commitment

 True or False: Commitment is to devote oneself completely to something; when you make a firm
decision, quit wondering, and then follow your commitment through with actions. True 
True or False: No need to commit all the way to become one of the greats in your field. ( false) 
commit all the way and be crazy about it. Call 100 agents if needed, and DM 100 agents a day.
Whatever it takes to be a great mindset. 
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It's impossible to commit all the way without action. PICK UP THE PHONE AND DAIL FOR 90
DAYS.
ask yourself how you're going to be committed for 90 days? 
Fully understand it's not the company's fault if you fail. P{pick up the phone and start dialing.
invite agents to events, ask them to lunch, buy leads. 

4. Greener pasters

True or False: Grant says that if you want to be successful at anything, you must commit. You’ve
got to be in it 100% with no other fish to fry. ( true) 
True or False: The guy who thinks the grass is greener on the other side has already taken care
of the green pasture he already has. (false) 
True or False: Commit to selling, commit to your product, commit to learning everything you can,
and watch how much greener your career will produce for you. ( true) 
Cut out the mindset of a fallback plan for a sign on bonus or salary at the other company down
the street 
The next company isn't going to have some magical product that makes you better a sales. 
how are you going to commit and be a fanatic over the next 90 days?
Find your edge! What do you enjoy doing that you could turn into gaining realtors? IE shooting
guns, golfing, getting nails done, eating, cooking, shopping, wine, who cares what it is, find it. 
High performers don't have a reason to leave because they MAKE money. 

5. Prediction

 True or False: Grant says that once you get some sense of possible situations that can occur,
start taking notes and record everything you can. Record yourself on video so you can watch
yourself. Start looking at what you say, your facial expressions, responses, tone, voice, and your
gestures. ( true) 
Grant Cardone learned his first real skill–the ability to predict by__studying his recorded
material________. 
True or False: Until you become a dedicated student, you cannot gain the skill of prediction. All
masters are able to predict accurately. ( true)  
Predict how many agents you will need to connect with to have 5 agents in the A,B,C
buckets. 
Start predicting the objections you're going to hear on the phone and from the DM script.
Keep track of all these objections and role play in the coaching meeting to overcome them. 
Study the agents before you reach out to them. Predict how many deals they do a month and
put them into the bucket. 

6. The reason you won't like selling

True or False: Grant says, “Know there are answers to everything you don’t understand,
everything! What we have to do is get you to understand that there are answers, show you
where to find it, then you have to go get it, learn it, and use it!” Ture 
You need to understand that anytime you find yourself not liking it or not working it – there is
something you don’t ______Understand____. 
The only reason someone doesn’t or wouldn’t like selling is because________________.    they
dont know what they're doing 
Have a script in place for the phone and DM. Understand catch and how to handle the objections
from the realtors and customers 
if you can't close, you won't like selling! You need to role play catch and objections until it's
second nature and you're not thinking about it. 
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